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Lv Opera which began in 1900, is based on Shandong Qinshu and absorpted 
from the integration of " Flower-drum”, “multiple tunes”, “Ge Yang tune" "drums" 
and other folk art forms. At the same time, it learnt from the pentatonic drama, Honan 
opera, Bangzi, Peking Opera and gradually formed a new art form. It performs a 
beautiful melody, full of rich flavor of life, and is loved by the people of Qilu. 
In this article, according to clarifying relevant information combined with field 
investigation, applying social science theories and methods which are related to study 
of folk music such as anthropology, sociology and ethnology, the author focuses on 
topics from the origin of Lv Opera, artistic characteristics and cultural meanings and 
corresponding implications and Lv Opera anthropology to explain some aspects of the 
research in detail. 
Music anthropological research aims to study music from the culture, and then 
culture can be mapped from the music. In this article, adhere to the essential of 
anthropological research on Lv Opera, it aims to explain that the art issued from the 
special natural environment and cultural background. The Lv Opera's performances 
reveal the lives of local people on the attitudes and the recognition of traditional 
philosophy. 
As one of the eight National Opera forms, Lv Opera under the impact of 
materialism storm in nowadays, the prospect on development of Lu Opera is worrying. 
The author advocates adopting a way in dialogue to allow it to show the status of 
diversity. It is believed that this article enable to provide everyone a more 
comprehensive and objective understanding of Lv Opera, which led to raise 
awareness of the importance attached to it. Meanwhile, hopefully it can be a provision 
of reference for workers engaged in the future study of the LvOpera. 
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